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(Communicated by Frederick R. Cohen)

Abstract. The coincidence problem, finding solutions to f(x) = g(x), can

sometimes be converted to a root problem, finding solutions to a(x) = a . As

an application, we show that for any two maps f, g: M -* M, N(f, g) =

\L(f, g)\ where M is a compact connected nilmanifold, N(f, g) and L(f, g)

are the Nielsen and Lefschetz numbers, respectively, of / and g . This result

in the case where g is the identity is due to D. Anosov.

1. Introduction

Let G be a compact connected Lie group and AT be a closed subgroup.

Denote by Af = G/K the homogeneous space of right cosets. In [7] Fadell

observed that every selfmap /: Af —> Af has a fixed point if and only if there is

a solution to the root problem ipig) = eK (¿? e G the unit) for every AT-map

\p: G -* Af. Here AT acts on G via k o g = gk~x and AT acts on Af via

k o gK = kgK. The root problem is often easier to analyze, solve [2-4, 11] in

particular, because root classes of maps into closed orientable manifolds always
have the same index. Accordingly, we convert the fixed point and coincidence

problems for maps of nilmanifolds into a root problem and generalize to coin-

cidences (Theorem 3.3) Anosov's result [1] that for any selfmap /: Af —► Af

on a compact nilmanifold Af, the Nielsen fixed point classes of / have the

same index each of which is 0, +1, or -1.

Throughout //* and H* will denote singular homology and cohomology with

integer coefficients, respectively.

During the preparation of the manuscript, we learned that Theorem 3.3 was

also obtained by Jezierski [9] and McCord [12] using different methods. We

thank Bob Brown for bringing [9] to our attention and Chris McCord for his

preprint.

We also thank the referee for a number of helpful suggestions.

2. Local Nielsen root theory

In this section we introduce a local version of the root theory as in [2] (see

also [3, 4, 11]), which we need in §3.
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Let X and 7 be oriented zz-manifolds and e £ Y. Suppose that /:i/-»7

is a map defined on an open subset U c X such that the set of roots Rf =

{x £ U\fix) = e} is compact in U. Define the root index of f in U to be

the integer

coif;U) = irpY,oRf)

where oRf £ //„ ( U, U - Rf) is the fundamental homology class around Rf,

pY £ //"(7, 7 - e)  is the preferred generator, and /*://"(7, 7 - e) -*

H"iU,U-Rf).

Proposition 2.1. (1) iHomotopy) If F: U x I —> 7 is a homotopy such that

K = \Jt REl is compact in U then

ojiFo; U) = coiFx;U).

(2) iAdditivity) If U = \Ji=x U¡ and Rf\u¡ is compact in U¡ for each i, then

k

coif;U) = Y,u(fWr,Ul).
;=i

Proof, (i) For each t, 0 < t < 1 , the inclusion ;: ([/, U - AT) ̂ (L, U - RFt)
induces /, that takes ok to oRf¡ . Since

[Ft}:iU,U-K)^iY,Y-e)

is a homotopy, it follows that

U*F0*pY , oK) = (j*FxpY , oK).

Thus,

{FqPy , j*oK) = iFx*pY , j„oK)

and hence,

a(F0; U) = iF0*pY, oRf<)) = iFx*pY, oRf¡ ) = oz(P, ; U).

(ii) Since Rf = [fi=x Rflu., it follows that

k

if*PY , ORf) = ^((/|C/,)*/Zy , 0RAVi).     D

;=1

Two roots x, y £ Rf are said to be Nielsen equivalent if there is a path
a: [0, 1] —> U such that a(0) = x , a(l) = y , and f oa ~ e (rel. end points).

It is easy to verify that this is an equivalence relation on Rf and the equivalence

classes are called root classes of /. Denote by T(/, U) the set of root classes

of /.

Proposition 2.2. Each root class is open in Rf and hence the set T(/, U) is

finite.
Proof. The first assertion follows from [11, V.3.3] and the second is then obvi-

ous since Rf is compact in Í7.   D

Given a root class a £ T(/, U), choose an open neighborhood F of a in

U such that V C\Rf = a . Then the root index of the class a is given by

coif;a):=œif\V;V).

Note that coif; a) is defined independent of the choice of V. A root class a

is said to be essential if coif; ot)^0.

We now prove a local version of [2, Corollary 3] (or [11, V.7.1]).
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Theorem 2.3. ' Let U be a connected open subset of an oriented n-manifold

X. Let f:U—>Y be a map where Y is an oriented triangulated n-manifold

with e £ Y. Suppose that Rf is compact and a is an essential root class of f.

Then for any root class ß £ T(/, U), coif; a) — w(/; ß).

Proof. Since Rf is compact in U , there exists a compact connected subset AT

such that Rf c int AT c AT c U.
Suppose that ß £ T(/, U) - {a} . Let x £ a and y £ ß . Choose a path C

in AT with C(0) = x, C(l) = y and a regular neighborhood V of the loop
foC in 7 such that f~xiV) c int AT. Since 7 is a manifold, there exists an

isotopy H:Y x I -> Y such that Hx = lY , Hie) = /oC(i), and Ht(y) = y
for all y 6 7 - V. Define F: U x I ^ Y by F, = Ht° f. Then

{FtiCil-t))} = {H,ofoCil-t)}

= {Hi o HX-tie)} ~ {e}    (rel. end points).

Thus x and y are Nielsen equivalent as roots of F in U x I. Hence a and

ß belong to the same root class JV of F for some JV £ T(P, U x I). Let

J/¡ = pijV n (L x {t})) where p(x, s) = x, s £ I. Note that a = A\ and

ß = Jo ■ Since H/ is the identity map outside V, the set of roots RE of F

is compact. Choose an open neighborhood W of Jf in U x I so that cl(W)

does not contain any other roots of F . For any r, 0 < r < 1, ATr = piRE)- Wr

is compact in U where Wr = pi¡V n (Í7 x {r})). By uniform continuity, for

any e > 0, there exists â > 0 such that \r-s\ < S implies </(.Fr(x), P5(x)) < e

for all x 6 ATr. This implies that Fs has no roots in ATr and hence yf¡ c Wr.

Define {T'fs}: U -+ Y by

F"'í(jr:,í) = .F(jt,(l-í)/- + te).

Then

1 0     —    r ' 1     — rs

and Ui-^r s n ^r is compact in Wr. By 2.1(1), we have

coiFr ; A) = coir0's\ Wr ; Wr) = œQT\''\Wt ; Wr) = coiFs ; JÇ).

By compactness of /, we conclude that

coiFo ; ß) = coiFo ; Ao) = tw(P"i ; A\) = coiFx ; a) ;

therefore,

coiH0of;ß) = coif;a).

Since Ho is isotopic to Hx = I y and 7 is orientable, coiHo°f; ß) = coif; ß)

and thus the proof is complete.   D

3. Anosov's Theorem for coincidences

Recall that a compact connected nilmanifold Af is a homogeneous space

of the form G/T where G is a connected and simply connected nilpotent Lie

group and T is a uniform discrete subgroup. For any two maps /, g : M —► Af,

'After the authors sent proofs to the editor, Professor Boju Jiang pointed out that Theorem

2.3 is incorrect. The main Theorem 3.3, however, remains valid provided an alternate argument

replaces the role that Theorem 2.3 played in Lemma 3.1. This argument will appear in a subsequent

correction.
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we let Cftg = {x £ M\fix) = gix)} be the set of coincidences of / and g.

As in [4], two coincidences x, y £ Cfg are Nielsen equivalent as coincidences

if there is a path a in Af from x to y such that / o a ~ g o a (rel. end

points). We also have the notion of coincidence index and coincidence classes.

The Lefschetz number L(/, g) and the Nielsen number zV(/, g) are defined

(see [4, 13, 15]). In this section, we will show that Nif, g) = |L(/, g)\, which
generalizes a result of Anosov [1] in which case g is the identity (see also [8]).

Lemma 3.1. Let M be a connected compact nilmanifold of dimAf > 3. For

any two maps fx, f2: M -* M, each coincidence class has the same index.

Proof. Write Af = G/T where G is connected, simply connected, nilpotent
and T is a uniform discrete subgroup. By a result of Schirmer [14], we may

assume without loss of generality that either C/¡\ /2 = 0 or all the coincidence

classes are essential, each of which contains only a single point. If Cfj2 = 0 ,

the assertion is obvious.

Now let g\, ... , gk be in G such that Cf j2 = {gxT, ... , gkT} . We can

find T-maps y/x, y/2: G -> Af where y/¿ig) = g~xfigT), i = 1, 2 . Let g = g¡
for some j, I < j < k . Thus gT £ Ça f2. Choose lifts ip,; : G —► G of ip¡,
i = 1,2 such that yxig) = ytiig) ■ Let U be an open zz-disk containing

{gi, ■■■ , gk} such that Cfj2 c piU) where p: G -» Af is the projection.
Define <p : U —► Af by

<p(g) = iwiig))~l W2ÍgW-

Then

cpig) = eT ̂  figT) = MgT)

where e  is the unit in  G.   Thus the set of roots of cp  is given by P„, =

{gi, ■■■ , gk}-
Suppose that g¡, g¡ £ R<p, i ^ j are Nielsen equivalent as roots of cp , i.e.,

there is a path a in U from g¡ to g¡ and a homotopy (rel. end points)

//: / x / -» Af such that H0 = cp o a and Hx = eT. Define

His, t) = ais)Wiiais))His, t).

Then

His, 0) = ais)ipxiais))cpiais)) = fiiais)T)

and, similarly, His, 1) = /i(a(i)T). Moreover,

HiO,t) = fxigiT) = f2igiT)

and

Hil, t) = fiigjT) = MgjT).

This implies that g¡T and gjT are Nielsen equivalent as coincidences of f

and fi, contradicting the assumption that {gxT, ... , gkT} are distinct classes.

Now g\, ... , gk are distinct root classes of cp and hence, by Theorem 2.3,

coicp ; gi) = cùicp ; gf) for all i, j = I, ... , k.
Note that the map F¡ig) = gy/¡ig) is a lift of f for each i = 1,2 and

Fxig) = F2ig). Choose a euclidean neighborhood U of g containing no other

roots of cp and such that p\U is a homeomorphism.  Consider the following
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commutative diagram

Ü,Ü-e {F'-^Fl)    GxG,GxG-ipxp)-xiAM)    J-      G,G-T

p\U i pxp I p I

Pifj), piÜ) - ~gT   {Â-J2) MxM,MxM-AM ¿-   M, M - eT

where ¡ig) = (e, g)  and kigT) = (eT, gT).   Let  o: G x G,   G x G -
(p xp)-xiAM) -> G, G-T be given by aig, g') = g~xg'.

Since (Pi(^))-1P2(c?) = ifiiS))- V2U), it follows that

k op o a o (pj, p2) = ko (p.

Thus,

Ç»*ofc* = (P1,P2)*o<7*Ojp*o/C*

= (Pi, P2)* o (p x p)*    (since /'S,ff' = (/*)"')

-ü»itó*o(/i,/2r.

We have

i<p*ok*ivM),0g) = iip\üy o (/,, /2)*(^), öf),

which yields

e°i<P ; ¿?) = {cp*PM, o-g) = üfi, f2)*vM, ogT) = I if , f2 ; gT)

where vm £ //"(Af x Af, Af xM-AM) is the Thorn class, og, ogr are the fun-

damental homology classes around g and gT, respectively, and /(/i, f2 ; gT)

is the coincidence index of f and f2 at gT [13, 15].   D

Lemma 3.2. Let M be a compact connected nilmanifold. Suppose that f,g:M

-* M are maps such that L(/, g) ^ 0. Then each iessential) coincidence class

is of index +1 or -I.

Proof. Following [8], there exist an orientable principal P-bundle T —> Af —*

N, where T is a torus and A is a compact connected nilmanifold of dimension

dim N < dim Af, and fiber preserving maps /', g' such that

T     f'\T^g'\T

i I
M 'V       Af
p ï p I

N W       N

is commutative and / ~ /', g ~ g'.

By a general position argument, / ~ t and g' ~ 7/ such that the coincidence

set Q q is finite. Then we can find maps t, n: M —* M covering 1, JJ and

r~f, n~g'.
We may now assume without loss of generality that / and g are fiber pre-

serving and Cj - is finite. Let b £ Cj -, Tb = p~x(b), and Q c T¿ be a

coincidence class of /|P¿ and g|7¿ . By [13, Theorem 3.3],

Lif,g) = Lif\Tb,g\Tb).Lif,g).
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Since L(/, g) ^ 0, both Lif\Tb, g\Tb) and L(f, g) are nonzero. Since the
fiber Tb is a torus, it follows from [3, p. 125] that

(IV) Iif\Tb,g\Tb;Cb) = ±l.

Theorem 3.3 of [13] also gives the following local product formula:

(V) Iif,g; Cb) = Iif\Tb,g\Tb; Cb)-l(f, g; b).

Let ab be the coincidence class of / and g containing b and à be
a coincidence class of / and g such that p(à) = ab. If b' £ ab, then

Iif\Tb,,g\Tb,;Cb,) = Iif\Tb, g\Tb;Cb) by 3.1 (see also [3, p. 125]). By
summing the indices of all V £ ab together with (IV) and (V), we obtain

(VI) Iif,g;a) = ±l(f,g;ab).

To complete the proof, we use induction on zzz = dim Af. For m < 2, the

assertion follows from [3, p. 125]. Suppose that the assertion holds for dimen-

sion less than zzz. Since dim N < dim M = m , inductive hypothesis implies

that /(/, g; ab) = ±1 and hence, by (VI), /(/, g; ä) = ±1.   o

The following is a generalization of [1].

Theorem 3.3. Let M be a compact connected nilmanifold. For any two maps

f,g:M-+M,
Nif, g) = \Lif, g)\.

Proof. This theorem is due to R. Brooks [3] for dim Af < 2. For dim Af > 3, it
follows from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 since Nif, g) is just the number of essential

coincidence classes each of which has the same index that is either +1 or
-1.    D

Corollary 3.4. Let (P, p, B) be an orientable fibration where F = p~x(b) (/> e

B) and E and B are compact connected nilmanifolds. For any given fiber

preserving maps f,g:E—*E,

Nif,g) = Nifb,gb)-N(f,g).
Proof. This follows from the product formula ( 3.3 ) of [ 13 ] and Theorem 3.3   D
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